ČESKÝ KRUMLOV, CZECH REPUBLIC, EUROPE
Let me welcome all participants of the meeting of the Committee ICOMOS in Český Krumlov.

I would like to show you two short presentations.

First presentation is about the revitalization of the south meander of the Vltava river.
This revitalization has been lasting for 14 years.

The other presentation is about the revitalization of the monastery of Český Krumlov.
This revitalization lasted 14 months.
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MONASTERY AND CONVENT COMPLEX
Individual parts of the monasteries
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Contract signing of subsidy provision - June 2nd 2010
Minister of Culture Václav Riedelbach - vice-mayor Jitka Zikmundová

Implementation time: 2010 - 2015
Total project cost: CZK 326,890,190 (EUR 12.1 mio)
Total subsidy: CZK 323,249,692 (EUR 11.97 mio)
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CLOISTER AREA IN ČESKÝ KRUMLOV contains

● Medieval Cloister Exhibition
  permanent exhibition of life in medieval monastery/convent

● Centre of Baroque Arts and Crafts
  permanent exhibition of Baroque art subjects

● Centre of Baroque Music and Opera

● St. Agnes of Bohemia Secondary School of Art and Design
  specialisation: scenic creation, graphical design, applied photography
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PROJECT GOALS:

1. model renewal of historic premises and use of important monuments for providing modern cultural and educational services

2. higher attractiveness of historic town centre and the whole town for inhabitants, visitors and investors

3. involving the premises into the life of the historic town centre – bringing them to life again (revival)
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PHILOSOPHY OF INTENTION:

● respect to history and significance of monument in the town context and maximum presentation of its value as monument

● presentation of unique findings and movable cultural heritage with relation to monasteries/convents, town of Český Krumlov and the region

● presentation of ordinary life in monasteries and convents, including their economic activity

● extension of the offer in the town by new exhibition trends using modern technologies

● presentation of historic arts and crafts in active form

● openness to citizens and local activities
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TARGET GROUPS

● town inhabitants

● children and young people, families with children –

● school trips – enrichment of lessons, work sheets, experience tours

● local ensembles, associations and their activities

● town visitors from all over the world

● professional public – workshops, professional seminars
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SERVICE FOR VISITORS

● Visitors centre – central location and connection of Minority and Clarissian Convent – information, cash desk, reservation, sale, books, souvenirs.

● Exhibition operation – self-service with supervision by custodians (work sheets, information kiosks, mobile applications), entry and exit through turnstiles, securing technology of exhibits and control frames.

● Relaxation centres – place for relaxation of visitors, quick refreshment, bakery and kitchen, Club of Cloister Friends

● Parking – immediate proximity of town parking place P2
MINORITE AND KNIGHTS OF THE CROSS´ MONASTERY DURING RECONSTRUCTION
CLARISSIAN CONVENT DURING RECONSTRUCTION
CLARISSIAN CONVENT DURING RECONSTRUCTION
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CEILING DATING BACK TO TIME OF CHARLES IV.

- 24 preserved painted ceiling beams
- Based on dendrochronological survey dating back to 1352–1355
- Award of National Heritage Institute Patrimonium pro futuro for the year 2014 in category “discovery, finding of the year“
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VIRTUAL TOUR

http://www.virtualczech.cz/klasterck/

KLÁSTERY
ČESKÝ KRUMLOV

INTEGROVANÝ
OPERAČNÍ
PROGRAM

EVROPSKÁ UNIE
EVROPSKÝ FOND PRO REGIONÁLNÍ ROZVOJ
ŠANCE PRO VÁŠ ROZVOJ

MINISTERSTVO
PRO MÍSTNÍ
ROZVOJ ČR
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

Dalibor Carda, Mayor of Český Krumlov

www.ckrumlov.cz